Sports Eyewear
Can’t see playing sport?
Whether you’re skiing or cycling, shooting or swimming we’ve got
the sports eyewear for you at McCandless Opticians.
We’ll also give you complete impartial advice on the best sports
eyewear solution for you.


Swimming goggles



Squash/football protectors



Diving masks



Shooting glasses



Cycling glasses

All these can be made to you prescription and many are available in
childrens sizes.
Sport Vision is an area in which interest is rapidly growing.
Sportsmen and women are becoming increasingly aware of the
benefits of wearing eyewear whilst participating. These benefits fall
into two basic categories:
1. Improving Vision. Performance is enhanced when you can see
clearly. This applies firstly to spectacle and contact lens
wearers whereby many goggles and frames can cater for
prescriptions. Secondly, different lens tints and varying
designs benefit users in many sports and weather conditions.
2. Safety. Whatever the sport, there is always a risk of eye
injury. The risk in some sports, particularly squash, is
substantial; the consequences often horrific. Wearing
protective eyewear can eliminate this risk.

Here are some examples of our range of sports vision eyewear at
McCandless Opticians

Cycling, Running, Skiing
i826
The frame is supplied complete with a
prescription adapter and three different
colour pairs interchangeable lenses.
Frame Colours Available : Black*, White**
Lens Colours : *Silver Mirror Smoke, Clear &
Orange, ** Blue Mirror Smoke, Clear &
Orange.

Salice 829
Combines a choice of head band or side arms depending
on use. Complete with prescription insert.
Frame and Lens Colours
Black Frame Orange Lens, Gun Frame RW Red Lens,
White Frame Pink or RW Blue Lens
Frame Size
Adult Fit

Salice 606
It has been designed so that it can be worn over
spectacles. Insert also available.
Frame Colours Available : Black, White*
Lens Types Available : Orange CRX, *Pink.

Prescription Inserts
These insert can accomodate a range of
prescriptions and fit a wide range of ski mask.
Adult or Junior

Salice Junior 901
The 901 is designed for Juniors / Small faces.
This is a traditional overspec ski mask which
features 100% UV protection and a anti-fog
coating. They also fit over helmets. Insert also
available.
Frame Colours: Black, White
Lens Types: Orange Lens

Canoeing
Seal

The Seal is the first mask designed for both
swimming and protecting your eyes during any
water sport. The Seal combines the essential
features of a diving mask (sealing, comfort and
excellent visibility) with the quality of a
swimming goggle (hydrodynamic and light weight).

This is not available in prescription but it is absolutely watertight so
its is ideal for contact lens wearers.

Protective Ball Sports
Jam'n
Jam'n is a stylish protective frame from leader
designed for children and those with small faces.
The unique 6 base lens design gives the illusion of
an 8 base wrap-around sports frame.
Frame colours: Black, Red & Silver
Frame sizes: 52x15 (XS) 54x15(S)

T-Zone
T-Zone is a stylish protective frame from Leader
The unique 6 base lens gives the illusion of an 8
base wrap-around sports frame.
Frame Colours: Black, Red & Silver
Frame Sizes: 55x17 (M) 59x17 (L)

Swimming
Gator Jr.
The Gator Goggle Jr. is the complete answer
for ready-made prescription swimming goggles
for children. Available in both plus and minus
prescriptions and boasting high quality
features such as silicone headstraps and
hardcoated polycarbonate lenses.



Plus powered range : +1.00 to +8.00 in whole steps
Minus powered range : -1.50 to -6.00 in half steps
Different prescription available in each eye at no extra cost
Plano (non-prescription) also available
Polycarbonate smoke lenses with anti-scratch and anti-fog
coatings
99% UV protection
Silicone eyeseals and double headstrap that will not snap or
slip
Supplied in a variety of colours







Black
Blue
Yellow
Red
Pink









Splash Jr.
The Splash Jr. glazable swimming goggle is
designed for children and can be glazed to exact
prescriptions. Catering for all prescriptions even
with high cyls. Colours: Blue, Pink & Green

Gator Swimming Goggle
High quality swimming goggles available in
both plus and minus prescriptions.
The Gator Goggle is the complete answer for
ready-made prescription swimming goggles.
Available in both plus and minus prescriptions and boasting high
quality features such as silicone headstraps and hardcoated
polycarbonate lenses, the Gator Goggle is very popular and highly
recommended.ﾠ











Plus powered range : +1.00 to +8.00 in whole stepsﾠ
Minus powered range : -1.00 to -6.00 in half steps, -7.00 8.00
Different prescription available in each eye at no extra costﾠ
Plano (non-prescription) also availableﾠ
Polycarbonate smoke lenses with anti-scratch and anti-fog
coatingsﾠ
99% UV protectionﾠ
Silicone eyeseals and double headstrap that will not snap or
slipﾠ
Supplied in a variety of colours.

Seac Sub Glazable Goggle
The Seac Sub glazable swimming goggle can
be glazed to exact prescriptions, catering for
patients with high cyls and other prescriptions
outside the ranges of the Gator, View.
Features include soft moulded PVC adjustable headstrap and
eyeseals, and adjustable nose bridge for a custom fit. Highly
recommended.
Colours Available : Blue

Shooting
Top Gun
Safety glasses for the skeet and sporting
shooter. The Top Gun features a lightweight
and strong polycarbonate frame, five coloured
lenses for varying weather / lighting conditions
made in 2mm thick polycarbonate for full
impact resistance. The lenses are very easily and quickly changed
allowing a simple no fuss changeover between different stands. The
set is completed with a clip on soft case and a lens cloth. It also
comes as standard with aprescription insert allowing easy glazing.

Lens Colours:
Clear: Poor Light, general safety lens.
Yellow: Overcst, foggy or late afternoon.
Vermillion: Poor Light
Blue: For bright days, reduces light and transmits all colours at
same level.
Brown: High contracst for bright glaring days with open
background.
Frame: Silver

Snooker
Hurricane II
The frame has jointed arms allowing the face
of the frame to be tilted to the desired angle.
The side arms are also mounted lower,
allowing the user full vision when playing.

Diving, Snorkelling
Seac Sub Extreme Sphere Only
The Seac Sub "Extreme" Diving Mask is a very
high quality mask. Manufactured by one of the
world leaders in the diving industry, this mask
is excellent for both diving and snorkelling.
Technical details





Mask type: Two-window model
Internal volume: Medium
Frame Material: Polycarbonate
Skirt Material: Clear Silicone






Power Range Minus: -1.00 to -10.00 in 0.50 steps
Power Range Plus: +1.00 to +4.00 in 0.50 steps
Glass Type: Tempered
Use: Snorkeling - Scuba

Colour: Blue with Clear Silicone, Yellow with Clear Silicone

Seac Sub Fast Snorkel
The Fast Snorkel is a top-of-the-range snorkel, reflecting
the very latest in design technology, and complements the
Extreme mask.

Golfing
Modular Swing
LENS TYPE 1





Description : AMBER
Material : POLYCARBONATE
Lens : 6004
Finish : SCRATCH-PROOF

Prescription adapter available
Frame colours available : Black, Gun Metal.

Fishing, Sailing
Modular Aqua
LENS TYPE 1





Description : BROWN POLARISING
Material : POLARISING
Lens : 7002
Finish : SCRATCH-PROOF

Prescription adapter available
Frame colours available : Black.

